
The Circus Infinite
by Khan Wong
F Wong
Jes tries to blend in, but instead
catches the attention of a crime
boss who owns the casino where he
lands a circus job and is forced to
bend to the mobster’s will.

The Genesis of Misery
by Neon Yang
F Yang
As those in power seek to use them
to win a terrible war, Misery Nomaki,
who possesses a dangerous magic
that only saints are said to have, is
thought to be the new Messiah and
decides to embrace their destiny.

Thrust
by Lidia Yuknavitch
F Yuknavitch
Laisvė, a motherless girl from the
21st century, can harness the power
of meaningful objects to carry her
through time. Rescuing vulnerable
figures from history, she seeks to
forge a connection to save their
shared dream of freedom.

Fiction
A Brief History of Living
Forever
by Jaroslav Kalfar
F Kalfar
In a 2030 America led by an
authoritarian government, a biotech
scientist trying to discover the key
to immortality becomes
a whistleblower.
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Drunk On All Your Strange
New Words
by Eddie Robson
F Robson
A translator for the Logi cultural
attaché to Earth is pulled into the
middle of an intergalactic
incident that threatens her
future employment.

The Endless Vessel
by Charles Soule
F Soule
Trying to maintain her inner light in
an increasingly dark world, young
Hong Kong-based scientist Lily
Barnes comes across something that
could lead to happiness and
journeys through time and space to
find out.

Neom
by Lavie Tidhar
F Tidhar
In Neom, a tech wonderland for the
rich and beautiful, an urban sprawl
along the Red Sea, and a port of call
between Earth and stars, one robot
can change this city's destiny with a
single rose, searching for a lost love.

August Kitko and the
Mechas from Space
by Alex White
F White
Expecting to die when the
Vanguards, a group of ultra-powerful
space robots, destroy humanity, jazz
pianist Gus Kitko is shocked when a
murderous mecha saves him and
they join forces to try to save
the world.

Adult

Science
Fiction

Escapist fun with potential insight into
the technology and culture of the future
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Science Fiction/Fantasy
Ascension
by Nicholas Binge
F Binge
Harold, a scientist of mysterious
phenomena, is contacted by a
shadowy organization to investigate
when a giant, snow-covered
mountain suddenly appears in the
Pacific Ocean.

I Keep My Exoskeletons to
Myself
by Marisa Crane
F Crane
When the Department of Balance
adopts a radical new form of law
enforcement, Kris, a new mother
raising a child alone after her wife
dies, finds support in a community
of fellow misfits.

Upgrade
by Blake Crouch
F Crouch
When his DNA is rewritten with a
genetic-engineering breakthrough
beyond anything the world has
seen, Logan finds his transformation
threatening everything around him.

Tell Me an Ending
by Jo Harkin
F Harkin
Noor, an emotionally closed-off
psychologist at a memory clinic in
London, insinuates herself in the
lives of troubled individuals,
making the choice of what to
remember and what they hope to
forget forever.

World Running Down
by Al Hess
F Hess
Valentine is a salvager in the future.
Wrestling with body dysphoria, he
dreams of earning enough money to
afford citizenship in Salt Lake
City—a utopia where the
testosterone and surgery he needs
are free, the food is plentiful, and
where he's much less likely to be
shot by pirates.

I'm Waiting for You: And
Other Stories
by Kim Bo-young
F Kim
Four tales of fiction includes the
story of an engaged couple trying to
fight time and space to get married
and a story featuring godlike beings
who created Earth and humanity
and pass judgement on them.

Firebreak
by Nicole Kornher-Stace
F Kornher-Stace
In a future world ruled by
corporations in a perpetual civil war,
expert gamer Mallory is offered a
dangerous side job looking for a
missing girl who may be linked to an
online character.

Loki's Ring
by Stina Leicht
F Leicht
Captain Gita Chithra must save Ri,
the AI she trained from inception,
and her crew from the depths of
Loki's Ring, an artifical alien-made
solar system, where everyone is
being killed by a contagion.

Hopeland
by Ian McDonald
F McDonald
Raisa Hopeland, determined to
become the next electromancer of
London, bumps into Amon
Brightbourne in the middle of a riot
and sets in motion a series of events
that will change the world.

Remote Control
by Nnedi Okorafor
F Okorafor
When an alien artifact turns her into
Death's adopted daughter, Sankofa,
with her name being the only tie to
her family and her past, searches for
answers as cities fall in her wake.

We Are Satellites
by Sarah Pinsker
F Pinsker
In a world where you must get a new
brain implant called a Pilot or get
left behind, Sophie and her anti-
Pilot movement rise up to stop this
technology, which pits her against
the Pilot's powerful manufacturer—
and the people she loves most.

Eversion
by Alastair Reynolds
F Reynolds
Doctor Silas Coade tries to keep his
crew safe while figuring out why
maritime disasters keep happening
to him in different centuries.
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